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Chapter

How Might We Overcome
‘Western’ Resistance to Eating
Insects?
Harry McDade and C. Matilda Collins

Abstract
Entomophagy, the consumption of insects as a food source, occurs at a global
scale with over 2 billion people seeing it as traditional. This practice does not
extend into mainstream Western culture where its introduction is often met
by a range of barriers, leaving entomophagy often seen as a taboo. The ‘disgust
response’ of food neophobia and a lack of social and cultural contexts that reduce
adoption may be overcome by strategic application of tools arising from innovation
diffusion theory: relative advantage; compatibility; low complexity; trialability
and observability. This chapter accessibly reviews known barriers to uptake and
outlines the potential application of these concepts in promoting the wider acceptance of entomophagy.
Keywords: neophobia, taboo, acceptance, innovation, experience

1. Introduction
The growth potential of entomophagy is currently attracting much interest
[1, 2]. Currently, this practice is declining in many traditional markets and does
not extend into mainstream western culture where its introduction is often met
by a range of barriers, leaving insect consumption often seen as a taboo [3–5].
Insect protein has great potential to be used as reliable alternative or supplement
to vertebrate ‘meat’ consumption and offers relative advantages over traditional
animal protein sources if entry barriers can be overcome. One advantage is the
lower environmental impact of mass rearing insects in terms of greenhouse gasses
and ammonia [6]. Furthermore, insects are highly nutritious and have been found
to be healthier than some meat alternatives [7].
This chapter accessibly reviews known barriers to uptake and uses Rogers
Diffusion of innovation theory (Figure 1) to outline possible strategies to overcome
these [8].
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Figure 1.
Perceived characteristics of an innovation considered to determine the level of penetration into a target
audience: relative advantage—the level to which the innovation is perceived to be better than existing
alternatives; compatibility—the degree to which the innovation is perceived to be in keeping with values
and experiences of the target population; complexity—the level to which an innovation is perceived as
difficult to utilise and understand; trialability—the level that a new innovation can be experimented with;
observability—the level to which the outcomes of an innovation is viewable by the target population [8].

2. Disgust and food neophobia
Insects can trigger a disgust response for a number of reasons. Disgust is different to an innate distaste reaction, which is a response to the bitterness of many
biologically toxic compounds [9]. Rather than being a reflex action, a disgust
reaction comes from a cognitive process when assessing foods and explains why differences are seen in cultural perception of entomophagy [10]. Disgust can arise with
perceived or real associations of insects to objects of core disgust, which include
pathogens and pathogen-related stimuli such as faecal matter and vomit [11]. Scaled
disgust ratings can predict participants’ willingness to attend an event with insectbased cuisine; this demonstrated clearly that disgust is a barrier to introduction of
entomophagy into western diets [12].
Separate from the disgust response is the effect of food neophobia which also
contributes to an unwillingness to try entomophagy. Food neophobia is simply the
tendency to avoid the consumption of novel foods and the degree of novelty correlates strongly with willingness to try unfamiliar foods [13, 14].
2.1 Disgust and the ‘law of contamination’
The law of contamination states that a disgust reaction will be elicited not only
by objects of core disgust but through any objects that have been contacted. Rozin’s
elegant demonstration of this with fruit juice and sterile cockroaches indicates that
this barrier to entomophagy is often based on irrational thought. Participants knew
their reaction was irrational due to the cockroach having been sterilised [15, 16].
If the reaction does occur even with the knowledge that the organism is safe, then
providing information on safety is likely to have little effect on uptake.
Overcoming this barrier to introduction may involve new brands initially selling
insect-related products to focus primarily on gaining consumer trust or using
established and ‘trusted’ brands to reduce the perceived risk of novel products [17].
Discovering and adopting shared values with consumers may permit entomophagy
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to become more compatible with western consumption while reducing negative
attitudes [18]. Although, for this strategy to find success, individual brands must
avoid perceived or real negative impacts on any group of consumers as these would
likely impact the entomophagy industry as a whole by reducing trust [19]. For such
trust to grow, a foundation of legislation is developing to provide advice and standards in appropriate methodology for hygienic insect handling and storage [20, 21].
2.2 Disgust response to ‘identifiable insects’
Disgust also arises when consumers are reminded that they are eating an animal
or are made aware of the animals’ origins [11, 12]. When whole insects are found
within a food product, this is considered an extended example of the law of contamination, as it occurs due to an association with dead animals and decay [11].
Many studies have pointed to invisibility of insects (such as in cookies) leading to
increased willingness compared to their unprocessed counterparts (such as mealworms and crickets) [7, 10, 22]. These support the idea that, for easier implementation, innovators should focus on products without visible insects and thus simplify
the product’s trajectory to western acceptability.
2.3 Food neophobia
Insect protein products are seen as novel, which influences consumer perception
and thus their expected experience on trying it [23]. Increased familiarity reduces
any anticipated negative assumptions of taste and experience before trying them
[24] and incorporating novel food into familiar dishes will accelerate consumer
acceptance. This plays into Rogers’ concepts of compatibility with western society
as well as that of low complexity. The latter in this case is achieved through individuals being familiar with how common dishes in their culture are created and
consumed. Mimicking familiarity also plays a part and people are more willing to
try an insect when it comes in the format of a familiar food item [25]. Expectation
also plays a role, an expectation of good flavour was found to be an important
indicator for willingness to eat for crickets and silkworms [10].
There are examples where food neophobia has been overcome effectively.
Rationing of U.S food supplies during World War II promoted consumption of
unfamiliar organ protein. A strategy of preparing and serving these novel ingredients in expected and visually familiar ways led to accelerated uptake [24]. This
may, however, prove more difficult with insects as they are perceptually distinct
from mainstream food products. In order to capitalise on observability, using
novel foods in a side dish accompanying a highly favoured familiar main dish can
reduce variation in specific perception and in overall evaluation of the meal [26].
Thus, introducing insect protein to side dishes with the ‘delicious’ main course
could optimise their introduction to mainstream diets before incorporation into
main dishes.
Making a dish familiar is not enough, it is still important for the product to actually be a strongly positive culinary experience in terms of taste and texture. An a
priori negative perception may become justified if the dish displays textural characteristics that the consumer does not enjoy and then serve to reinforce or increase
aversion to insect dishes [13, 27]. Investment in the gastronomic integrity of dishes
as well as in enticing advertising messages will increase the success of insect trials
and encourage repeat consumption leading to increased observability [16]. There
is much positive feedback between brand and item in the context of gaining consumer trust.
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3. Social context and current culture
3.1 Absence of social context
Western culture has little recent experience with entomophagy and this is a barrier to its introduction as diet aligns strongly with the social norms of immediately
surrounding culture [28]. This lack of social context for entomophagy allows for a
greater level of food neophobia as all insect-based cuisine is seen as a novel food.
Harnessing social norms may prove to be a method of increasing insect consumption as almost one-third of participants in one study tried insects ‘in company’
having first stated they would not [29]. This study concluded that having positive
social models could result in mitigation of the disgust response. Expanding entomophagy as a social norm through positive models for people to observe and trial
for themselves would thus increase compatibility.
3.2 Receptivity and age
Introducing children to entomophagy may bring these social norms into the
general populace. People who tried foods in early childhood, even on rare occasions,
were more likely to enjoy those foods when they were older. Parental influence is a
less reliable indicator of liking foods when older, though this can encourage initial
consumption of insect protein [30]. Social influence can be incorporated into
the strategy by having parents and teachers as a positive model; observing adult
influencers consuming insect products may draw greater willingness to try from the
children. The challenge is how to develop the adult model to suit the most receptive ‘primary school’ age range [7]. Introduction to children should incorporate
both visual and taste exposure to insect products; however, the focus should be on
providing taste exposure to children as this has been shown to increase preference
for the food item to a greater extent [31].
3.3 Complexity through absence of social context
Lack of social norms and context also increases the complexity of accepting
entomophagy as innovation. With little opportunity for observability, people are
less aware of the options available for entomophagy, where to begin, or even if it is
possible to adopt it into their lifestyle. Creating social context is vital in allowing
individuals to observe entomophagy before trying, it shows them that such dietary
options are possible and can be desirable. The approach sometimes taken is that of
‘bug banquets’, events that offer the chance for consumers to try insect products.
This approach can be biased as those people who seek out these experiences are
more likely to have more positive views on entomophagy or lower neophobia scores.
Furthermore, while these often result in reduced aversion to entomophagy, there is
little to no follow-up on whether there is long-term uptake [32].
An alternative strategy for creating social context is to use social media.
Applications such as Instagram, which has a high presence of food-related content,
can offer recipes as well as images of available dishes. These global platforms also
allow more insect-experienced countries to encourage the adoption of entomophagy in western countries. The efficacy of this strategy is limited by the notion that
sharing of entomophagy may be limited by the fear that it will generate a prejudice
towards them [33]. Social media methods create enhanced observability by
endorsements from established food pages or celebrities. Some do distrust information from these sources and these endorsements may only need to be reflective of
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the possible lifestyle with limited focus on information distribution. Social media
also allows for peer-group pressure to influence spending of certain age groups
(such as teenagers) on insect proteins. This will be important as people are more
likely to try an insect-containing product when it is offered by a friend than an
unknown individual [7, 34, 35].
3.4 Relative advantage
A lack of necessity is a barrier to entomophagy uptake in westernised countries
and countries with high meat production and consumption may perceive a lack of
need for meat-based alternatives [36]. This highlights a barrier to the introduction
strategy of insects as a meat-based alternative as consumers have a food gradient which they follow when selecting meat-based alternatives with initial choice
being fish and eventual choices including tofu and similar products at the bottom.
Although not a linear path, this gradient shows that consumers have a hierarchy
of foods that they follow with novel foods often situated at the bottom [25]. One
proposed strategy to overcome this lack of relative advantage would be to avoid
promotion as meat alternative. Instead, comparison to nuts could prove more
productive as they share similarities in texture, macronutrient content, flavour and
size and will circumnavigate the problem that insects encounter when replacing
dishes with larger portions of meat such as steaks [32]. In order to fully capitalise
on a relative advantage over other products, the environmental benefits can be
emphasised. Most current comparisons, however, are with meat and there is still
debate surrounding this area with vegetarian diets becoming ever more popular in
western countries [37, 38]. If the environmental benefit argument is to be made,
using circular production gives some insect products relative advantage over other
‘green’ alternatives. A total of 1.3 billion tonnes of food produced for human consumption is wasted per year and valorisation can occur through the use of certain
insect species to convert this wasted food into a high-protein product to be used for
human or livestock consumption [39, 40].
Differences among western populations affect uptake of entomophagy as
individual cultures place different values on factors when choosing their food. For
example, the French place a higher value on the pleasures and the social aspects
of food consumption whereas the English favour convenience, organic and ethical issues when choosing their food options [41]. With entomophagy, French
respondents place less value on the relative advantages of insect products and the
British have been found to be more repulsed by visible insects. Understanding this
variation creates an opportunity to have adaptive introduction models in different
countries. This approach will work to increase the compatibility of entomophagy
and could also be used to adapt legislation within different legal jurisdictions [42].

4. Availability of product and information
4.1 Absence of available products
The lack of general availability of insect products creates greater complexity
through reducing the ease of both trialability and enduring adoption. In some
cases, demand may already exceed supply and the currently rising visibility will
influence social norms causing an increase in demand [32]. As seen with sushi and
lobster, greater observability and supply can change societal views and there is
no reason this could not be the same for entomophagy [32, 43]. A great range of
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Recipe type

Insect

Nut

Chicken

Vegetable

Biscuit

Number of ‘hits’ (millions)

68

176

991

1960

2550

Relative abundance (to insect)

1

2.6

15

29

38

Table 1.
The number and relative abundance to ‘insect recipe’ as reference, of ‘hits’ (search results) in response to
the search terms ‘insect recipe’, ‘nut recipe’, ‘chicken recipe’, ‘vegetable recipe’ and ‘biscuit recipe’. Searches
conducted using Google Chrome, 21 June 2019.

well-presented products are now available and this very variety can increase acceptance and adoption by consumers [24]. In addition to this, having a wider variety
available can reduce the stigma insects have with their strong associations to pests
or to notably high-revulsion species such as cockroaches [16].
4.2 Absence of available information
The limited supply of appropriate resources for the sourcing and preparation
of insect-containing dishes adds to complexity; people do not know where to find
recipes, choice advice and cooking information [36]. Though this is now changing
rapidly, there remains a substantial information deficit. In 2015, recipes using pine
needles and whale meat were more common than insect recipes on the food website
‘food.com’ and there are currently almost 40 times more mentions of biscuit recipes
than insect recipes in a goggle search (Table 1) [32].
Along with a knowledge deficit, there is also a confidence deficit contributing to
complexity as many people would rather try insects for the first time in a restaurant
setting than at home [25]. It is clear that to move towards lower complexity, there
is a need for an increase in the availability of accessible and free resources. To reduce
the need for extensive research, social media, online repositories and increased
product information and recipes on packaging all have a part to play. These routes
can encourage expansion of the range of dishes individuals will be willing to trial,
and, through increasing trialability in this way, it can reduce the overall complexity
associated with entomophagy.

5. Absence of relative advantage through high prices
Increasing the availability of insect products alone will not be sufficient to drive
consumer acceptance for enduring entomophagy. Of those participating in a Dutch
study, one-third found insect products to be ‘prohibitively expensive’ and although
most people said price alone would not stop them from purchasing, the remaining two-thirds did recognise price as a factor in repeat purchase decisions [44].
In the 2019 online market place, insect protein powders are 3–10 times the price
of vegetable and dairy comparators. Many things currently affect sale price and
the increased production now happening across Europe and the North American
continent will act to reduce this. Quality, reliability and cost effectiveness arising
from increased automation and appropriate species selection will help to reduce
price and mitigate the current absence of relative advantage [3].

6. Conclusion
Though interest and product availability are rising, western society has yet
to adopt entomophagy as common practice. Entomophagy remains largely
6
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Figure 2.
The relationships between potential strategies to overcome barriers to entomophagy. Boxes of the same colour
indicate strategies that share an overarching theme or whose implementation can improve the ability of other
strategies to meet their goal.

incompatible with western ideals, and most westerners exhibit a disgust response
when faced with the prospect of eating an insect. A lack of social context and
awareness increases the complexity of the innovation and is clearly indicated by
consumers experiencing high levels of food neophobia or low awareness of purchase and preparation options.
This chapter has outlined a multitude of promising strategies to overcome such
barriers and these strategies need to be developed concurrently (Figure 2). When
combined, they may help ensure that entomophagy has each of the five characteristics outlined by Rogers as influential to product penetration (Figure 1) [8].
Though many recent studies reviewed here have found an increase in participant
interest and willingness to adopt through the provision of experience with entomophagy, more research on long-term adoption is required. We need to understand
what will embed long-term adoption after food neophobia and the disgust response
have been attenuated.
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